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USD "UPDATE" Breakfast Seminar 
20 s eco nds 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO LETS YOU TAKE YOUR 
CHOICE ON OCTOBER 29 .... 3 BUSINESS SEMINARS AT 3 LOCATIONS .•. 
FRIDAY ... . 7:30 TO 9:00 A.M. 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST FOLLOWED BY SEMINAR ... AT THE 
WESTGATE HOTEL .•. LEARN THAT "SEXUAL HARASSMENT IS NOT A 
LAUGHING MATTER" .... IN POWAY, HEAR "WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE 
COMING ECONOMY AND HOW TO DEAL WITH IT" ... AT LA JOLLA VILLAGE INN 
THE TOPIC IS "KEEPING PRODUCTIVITY UP." 
EACH TOPIC AND FACULTY A WINNER ... CALL U.S.D .... FOR 
RESERVATIONS ... 293-4585. 
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USD "UPDATE" Breakfast Seminar 
20 seconds 
BREAKFAST AND BUSINESS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO'S 
CONTINUING "UPDATE" SEMINAR SERIES ... FRIDAY ... NOVEMBER 5 ... 
7:30 TO 9:00 A.M ... oSELECT FROM 3 TOPICS AT 3 DIFFERENT LOCATIONS. 
DOWNTOWN AT THE WESTGATE ... HEAR "IS INCORPORATION FOR YOU: 
THE PROS AND CONS" .... LEARN IF A PAT ON THE BACK REALLY HELPS 
AT "PRODUCTIVITY AND PRAISE" IN POWAY AT THE STONERIDGE COUNTRY 
CLUB .... AND IN LA JOLLA ... "SEXUAL HARASSMENT IS NOT A LAUGHING 
MATTER" IS DISCUSSED. 
LIMITED SEATING ... RESERVE NOW BY CALLING U.S.D .. 293-4585. 
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USD "UPDATE" Break£ast Seminars 
20 seconds 
THREE "UPDATE" BREAKFAST SEMINARS AT 3 LOCATIONS .... 
THIS FRIDAY .... NOVEMBER 12 .... 7:30 TO 9:00 A,Mo •... 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
PRESENTS TOP FACULTY .... 
DOWNTOWN AT THE WESTGATE .... LEARN THE DIFFERENCES IN 
JAPANESE THEORIES X,Y, AND Z ..... FOR MORE PRODUCTIVE MANAGEMENT ... 
AND IN POWAY AT THE STONERIDGE COUNTRY CLUB HEAR ABOUT SEXUAL 
HARASSMENT ... LEGAL GUIDELINES .. LIABILITY ... AVENUES OF RECOURSE .. 
THE TOPIC AT LA JOLLA VILLAGE INN IS ..• "IS INCORPORATION FOR YOU? 
THE PROS AND CONS?" 
MAKE YOUR CHOICE U.S.D ..• CALL FOR RESERVATIONS ... 293-4585. 
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USD "UPDATE" Breakfast Seminars 
20 seconds 
DON'T MISS THE FINAL BUSINESS SEMINARS IN THE UNIVERSITY 
OF SAN DIEGO'S "UPDATE" BREAKFAST SERIE g ... THIS FRIDAY ... 
7:30 TO 9:00 A.M ... AT 3 LOCATIONS. 
"JOB BURN-OUT" ... LEARN TO RECOGNIZE SYMPTOMS AND TO RECOVER ... 
AT THE WESTGATE HOTEL ... DOWNTOWN. IN POWAY AT THE STONERIDGE 
COUNTRY CLUB ... THE TOPIC IS "IS INCORPORATION FOR YOU? THE 
PROS AND CONS" -. .. TAX AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS. 
TECHNIQUES TO DELIVER BAD NEWS ARE DESCRIBED AT THE LA JOLLA 
VILLAGE INN .... AT THE SEMINAR "TERMINATING TACTFULLY." CALL 
U.S.D. NOW TO REGISTER ... 293-4585. 
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